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We analyze topologial solitons in the nonommutative plane by taking a onrete instane of the
quantum Hall system with the SU(N) symmetry, where a soliton is identied with a skyrmion. It
is shown that a topologial soliton indues an exitation of the eletron number density from the
ground-state value around it. When a judiious hoie of the topologial harge density J0(x) is
made, it aquires a physial reality as the eletron density exitation ∆ρl(x) around a topologial
soliton, ∆ρl(x) = −J0(x). Hene a nonommutative soliton arries neessarily the eletri harge
proportional to its topologial harge. A eld-theoretial state is onstruted for a soliton state
irrespetively of the Hamiltonian. In general it involves an innitely many parameters. They are
xed by minimizing its energy one the Hamiltonian is hosen. We study expliitly the ases where
the system is governed by the hard-ore interation and by the nonommutative CP
N−1
model,
where all these parameters are determined analytially and the soliton exitation energy is obtained.
I. INTRODUCTION
Nonommutative geometry
1
has attrated muh at-
tention in a reent development of string theory, as
triggered in part by the invention of nonommutative
instantons
2
and solitons
3
. Sine then, nonommutative
solitons have been studied in various nonommutative
eld theories suh as the Abelian Higgs model
4
and the
CP
N−1
model
5
.
The standard way of onstruting a nonommuta-
tive eld theory is to replae the ordinary produt by
the Groenewold-Moyal
6,7
produt (⋆-produt) in the La-
grangian density of the orresponding ommutative the-
ory. The replaement leads to interesting features reet-
ing the peuliarities of nonommutativity. In this light
the nonommutative eld theory appears as a theory of
lassial elds and omprise no underlyeing mirosopi
(seond quantized) origin.
On the other hand, it has long been known that
the quantum Hall (QH) system
8,9
has its essene in
the nonommutativity
10,11
of the oordinate of an ele-
tron in the lowest Landau level and that its algebrai
struture
12,13,14,15
is W∞. A harged exitation is a topo-
logial soliton identied with a skyrmion
16
, whose exis-
tene has been onrmed experimentally
17,18,19
by mea-
suring the number of ipped spins per exitation. A-
ordingly there must be a mirosopi soliton state in a
onsistent quantum eld theory on the nonommutative
plane. Indeed, a andidate of the mirosopi skyrmion
state was proposed
20,21,22
to arry out a Hartree-Fok ap-
proximation to estimate its exitation energy. Thus the
QH system is an ideal laboratory to play with nonom-
mutative geometry and nonommutative solitons. How-
ever, no indiation of nonommutativity has so far been
reprodued in the lassial piture orresponding to these
mirosopi approahes.
The aim of this paper is to ll out suh a lak of inter-
play between the nonommutativity in the mirosopi
theory and the nonommutativity in the lassial theory.
Taking a onrete instane of the QH system, we inves-
tigate topologial solitons in the nonommutative plane
with the oordinate x = (x, y). The nonommutativity
is represented in terms of the Moyal braket as
[x, y]⋆ = −iθ (1.1)
with θ > 0. Employing the piture of planar eletrons
performing ylotron motion in strong magneti eld, we
demonstrate that the nonommutativity enoded at mi-
rosopi level develops into the nonommutative kine-
matial properties of the orresponding marosopi ob-
jets, whih are the expetation values of quantum oper-
ators. Suh an observation is quite reasonable, sine the
nonommutativity appears as a property of the plane it-
self, while the dynamis is the subsequent struture built
over the plane. This approah is partiularly useful to
explore topologial solitons sine the topologial harge
is essentially a geometrial property.
In the nonommutative eld theory the basi objet
is the Weyl-ordered operator
23
together with its symbol.
We denote the holomorphi basis by {|n〉;n = 0, 1, · · · },
in whih the Weyl-ordered operator at. We onsider the
planar eletron eld ψµ(x) arrying the SU(N) isospin
index µ in the lowest Landau level, where the physial
variable is the U(N) density Dµν(x) ≡ ψ†ν(x)ψµ(x) om-
prising the eletron density ρ(x) and the SU(N) isospin
density Sa(x). We dene the assoiated bare density
Dˆµν(x), subjet to the so-alled W∞(N) algebra
24
, and
its lassial eld Dˆlµν(x) that is the expetation value by
the Fok state in problem. We explore the kinematial
and dynamial properties of the lassial eld Dˆlµν(x).
We summarize our new results. First of all, we show
that the lassial eld onguration, in partiular the
skyrmion onguration, satises the nonommutative
onstraint
N∑
σ=1
Dˆlµσ(x) ⋆ Dˆ
l
σν(x) =
1
2πθ
Dˆlµν(x). (1.2)
Furthermore, we resolve the above nonommutative on-
straint by introduing the nonommutative CP
N−1
eld
2nµ(x) with its omplex onjugate n¯µ(x),
Dˆlµν(x) =
1
2πθ
nµ(x) ⋆ n¯ν(x). (1.3)
Reall that the nonommutative CP eld has so far been
introdued by hands as a mere generalization of the or-
dinary (ommutative) CP eld
5
.
We then dene the topologial harge density by the
formula
J0(x) =
1
2πθ
∑
µ
[n¯µ(x), nµ(x)]⋆. (1.4)
It follows from (1.3) and (1.4) that the density exitation
∆ρl(x) is essentially the topologial harge density,
∆ρl(x) = −J0(x). (1.5)
It is a novel property of a nonommutative soliton that
it indues an exitation of the eletron number density
around it as ditated by this formula. There are many
dierent but equivalent ways of dening the topologial
harge, but only this denition has suh a speial prop-
erty.
An immediate onsequene is that a topologial soli-
ton arries neessarily the eletron number ∆N l
e
= −Q,
where ∆N l
e
=
∫
d2x∆ρl(x) and Q =
∫
d2xJ0(x). We
should mention that this property has been known
14,16,25
sine the rst proposal of skyrmions in QH systems. Nev-
ertheless, there has been no observation that the relation
(1.5) holds rigorously with the hoie of the topologial
harge density (1.4).
Another remarkable result is that the skyrmion arry-
ing Q = 1 is onstruted as a W∞(N)-rotated state of a
hole state. The orresponding CP
N−1
eld is given by
nµ =
∞∑
n=0
[uµ(n)|n〉〈n|+ vµ(n)|n+ 1〉〈n|] , (1.6)
where nµ is the Weyl-ordered operator whose symbol is
nµ(x), while uµ(n) and vµ(n) are innitely many param-
eters haratering the skyrmion. These parameters are
xed one the Hamiltonian is given.
As an example we study the ase where the Hamilto-
nian is given by the hard-ore four-fermion interation
26
.
Determining those parameters expliitly we obtain the
skyrmion state as an eigenstate of the Hamiltonian.
The solution is found to possess a fatorizable property,
Sla (x) = ρ
l(x)Sa(x), where Sa(x) is the solution in the
ordinary CP
N−1
model. We all suh an isospin texture
the fatorizable skyrmion. For the sake of ompleteness
we analyze the skyrmion solution in the nonommutative
CP
N−1
model
5
. It is intriguing that skyrmions found in
the hard-ore model
26
and the nonommutative CP
N−1
model
5
are the same one though these two models are
very dierent. Finally we point out that a fatorizable
skyrmion annot be a physial exitation in the Hamil-
tonian system onsisting of the Coulomb and Zeeman
interations.
This paper is organized as follows. In setion II we re-
apture the basi moments of nonommutative geometry.
In setion III we review the properties of the density op-
erator for eletrons in the lowest Landau level. In setion
IV we disuss the topologial harge in the nonommu-
tative plane. In setion V we onsider the four-fermion
repulsive interation governing the dynamis of eletrons
in the lowest Landau level. In setion VI we analyze the
skyrmion as a W∞(N)-rotated state of a hole state. In
Setion VII we onstrut the mirosopi skyrmion state
in the hard-ore model. In setion VIII we analyze the
nonommutative CP
N−1
model. In setion IX we derive
the eetive theory for the lassial density Dˆlµν(x) and
study a generi struture of lassial equations of motion.
We also make the derivative expansion of the energy and
derive the nonommutative CP
N−1
model as the lowest
order term. Setion X is devoted to disussions. In par-
tiular we briey summarize the property of skyrmions
in the realisti Coulomb interation model.
II. NONCOMMUTATIVE GEOMETRY
The essene of nonommutative geometry beomes
learer when formulated in algebrai terms
27
. Commuta-
tivity of a plane implies the algebra of smooth funtions
over the plane, with the algebrai operation to be the
ordinary multipliation. The plane with the oordinate
x = (x, y) is said to be nonommutative if the algebrai
operation is dened by
f(x) ⋆ h(x) = e−
i
2
θ∇x∧∇yf(x)h(y)|y=x, (2.1)
where θ is the parameter of nonommutativity. The
derivative is
∂if(x) = − i
θ
ǫij [xj , f(x)]⋆ , (2.2)
where [f, g]⋆ ≡ f ⋆ g − g ⋆ f is the Moyal braket. The
⋆-produt (2.1) is known to be the only possible deforma-
tion of the ordinary produt provided the assoiativity is
required.
From (2.1) we get
x ⋆ y − y ⋆ x = −iθ, (2.3)
implying that the oordinates of a plane are nonommu-
tative with respet to the algebrai multipliation law.
We introdue operatorsX and Y forming the osillator
algebra,
XY − Y X = −iθ. (2.4)
The mapping (x, y) 7→ (X,Y ) generates that of a funtion
f(x) into the orresponding operator O[f ], whih is the
Weyl-ordered operator
23
,
O[f ] =
1
2π
∫
d2k eikXf(k), (2.5)
3where f(k) is the Fourier transformation of f(x),
f(k) =
1
2π
∫
d2x e−ikxf(x). (2.6)
The funtion f(x) is referred to as the symbol of O[f ].
The inverse of (2.5) is given by
f(k) = θTr
(
e−ikXO[f ]
)
, (2.7)
from whih we nd∫
d2x f(x) = 2πθTr (O[f ]) . (2.8)
It follows from (2.5) that
O[f ]O[g] = O[f ⋆ g], (2.9)
whih generalizes the orrespondene between (2.3) and
(2.4).
The reation and annihilation operators are on-
struted from the algebra (2.4),
b =
X − iY√
2θ
, b† =
X + iY√
2θ
, (2.10)
generating the holomorphi basis,
|n〉 = (b
†)n√
n!
|0〉, b|0〉 = 0, (2.11)
in the Fok spae. The Weyl-ordered operator O[f ] is
presented as
O[f ] =
∑
mn
Omn[f ]|m〉〈n|, (2.12)
where the matrix Omn[f ] is given by
Omn[f ] = 〈m|O[f ]|n〉. (2.13)
The inversion formula (2.7) reads
f(k) = θ
∑
mn
〈n|e−ikX|m〉Omn[f ]. (2.14)
We have the hain of one-to-one mappings
f ↔ O[f ] ↔ Omn[f ], (2.15)
aompanied by the ones among the multipliation laws
f ⋆ h ↔ O[f ]O[h] ↔
∑
j
Omj [f ]Ojn[h]. (2.16)
In the subsequent setions we will reprodue the above
onstrutions in terms of expetation values of eld op-
erators in the QH system.
III. ELECTRONS IN THE LOWEST LANDAU
LEVEL
The system of eletrons in the lowest Landau level pro-
vides us with the simplest and onrete example where
the priniple of nonommutativity aquires a natural re-
alization. In this setion we reollet the basi moments
and introdue the bare operators whih play the key role
in the onsequent development. We assume the eletron
to arry the U(N) isospin index. We have N = 2 for the
monolayer QH system with the spin degree of freedom,
and N = 4 for the bilayer QH system with the spin and
layer degrees of freedom
8
.
A. Quantum Mehanis
A planar eletron performs ylotron motion in homo-
geneous perpendiular magneti eld (Aexti =
1
2B⊥ǫijxj).
The eletron oordinate x = (x, y) is deomposed into
the guiding enter X = (X,Y ) and the relative oordi-
nate R = (Rx, Ry), x = X+R, where Ri = −ǫijPj/eB⊥
with P = (Px, Py) the ovariant momentum.
In the rst quantized piture the operators X and R
are
Xi =
1
2
xi − iℓ2Bǫij∂j , (3.1a)
Ri =
1
2
xi + iℓ
2
Bǫij∂j . (3.1b)
The anonial ommutation relation implies
[Xi, Xj ] = −iℓ2Bǫij , (3.2a)
[Pi, Pj ] = i
~
2
ℓ2B
ǫij , (3.2b)
[Xi, Pj ] = 0, (3.2)
where ℓB is the magneti length dened by ℓ
2
B = ~/eB⊥.
The kineti Hamiltonian with the eletron mass M ,
H
K
=
P2
2M
=
1
2M
(Px − iPy)(Px + iPy) + 1
2
~ω

, (3.3)
reates the equidistant Landau levels with gap energy
~ω

= ~eB⊥/M .
Due to the nonommutative relation (3.2a) an eletron
annot be loalized to a point and oupies an area 2πℓ2B
in eah Landau level. It is highly degenerate. The degree
of degeneray is given by the maximal aordable density
of idential eletrons given by ρΦ = (2πℓ
2
B)
−1
. It is equal
to the magneti ux density, ρΦ = B⊥/ΦD with ΦD =
2π~/e the Dira ux quantum. The maximal possible
density is given by NρΦ for eletrons arrying the isospin
index µ = 1, · · · , N .
The algebra (3.2a) ats independently within eah
level. Provided the magneti eld is strong enough, the
gap energy ~ω

beomes large ompared with other har-
ateristi energies assoiated with thermal utuations or
4eletrostati interations. Then, exitations aross Lan-
dau levels are pratially suppressed, and eletrons turn
out to be onned to the lowest Landau level. Namely,
the degree of freedom assoiated with the algebra (3.2b)
is frozen, and the kinemati Hamiltonian is quenhed.
This is the lowest-Landau-level (LLL) projetion
10,11
.
Consequently, the kinematis of the system beomes
governed solely by the algebra (3.2a), whih is idential to
(2.4). The oordinates x and y standing in (2.3) appear
in (3.1) as oordinates in the spae of representation of
(3.2a). The parameter of nonommutativity is θ = ℓ2B
and is arried through all the subsequent aount.
The wave funtions of eletrons in the lowest Landau
level are given by
〈x|n〉 = z
n
√
21+nπθn!
e−|z|
2/4
(3.4)
with z = (x + iy)/
√
θ, where n labels the degenerate
states with respet to the orbital momentum eigenvalue.
We all the state |n〉 the Landau site. We denote the
number of Landau sites by NΦ, whih is equal to the
number of ux quanta passing through the system. The
set (3.4) agrees with the x-representation of the states
(2.11). Though 〈x|n〉 are orthonormal one to another,
their set is not omplete, leading to the nonloalizability
of an eletron to a point when it is onned to the lowest
Landau level.
B. Seond Quantization and Bare Densities
In onstruting the seond quantized piture we intro-
due the fermion eld operator
ψµ(x) =
∞∑
n=0
〈x|n〉cµ(n), (3.5)
where µ = 1, . . . , N is the isospin index assoiated with
the algebra U(N). The fermion operators satisfy the stan-
dard antiommutation relations,
{cµ(m), c†ν(n)} = δµνδmn. (3.6)
The operator c†µ(n) reates an eletron with the isospin
µ in the Landau site n.
The physial variables are the number density
ρ(x) = ψ†(x)ψ(x) and the isospin density Sa(x) =
1
2ψ
†(x)λaψ(x) with the Gell-Mann matrix λa. It is on-
venient to introdue the density operator,
Dµν(x) ≡ ψ†ν(x)ψµ(x), (3.7)
omprising the number and isospin densities as
Dµν(x) =
1
N
δµνρ(x) + (λa)µνSa(x). (3.8)
Substituting (3.5) into (3.7), we obtain
Dµν(x) =
∑
mn
〈n|x〉〈x|m〉Dµν (m,n), (3.9)
where
Dµν(m,n) ≡ c†ν(n)cµ(m). (3.10)
Using the relation∫
d2x〈n|x〉〈x|m〉e−ikx = e− 14 θk2〈n|e−ikX|m〉, (3.11)
we get
Dµν(x) =
1
2π
∫
d2k e−
1
4
θk2Dˆµν(k)e
ikx, (3.12)
where
Dˆµν(k) =
1
2π
∑
mn
〈n|e−ikX|m〉Dµν(m,n). (3.13)
Its Fourier transform reads
Dˆµν(x) =
1
2π
∫
d2k Dˆµν(k)e
ikx, (3.14)
whih is related to Dµν(x) as
Dµν(x) =
1
πθ
∫
d2ye−|x−y|
2/θDˆµν(y). (3.15)
We all Dˆµν the bare density. This relation implies that
the physial density Dµν(x) is not loalizable to a point.
Integrating both sides of (3.15) we get∫
d2xDµν(x) =
∫
d2xDˆµν(x), (3.16)
whih indiates that (3.15) is just a smearing of Dˆµν(x)
over some area of order of θ. The operator (3.14) may
be regarded to desribe some kind of ores loated inside
the physial objets assoiated with Dµν(x).
C. W∞(N) Algebra
The algebrai relation
[Dµν(m,n), Dστ (s, t)] =δµτ δmtDσν(s, n)
− δσνδsnDµτ (m, t) (3.17)
hold between the density matrix operator, as is easily de-
rived from the antiommutation relation (3.6). We om-
bine this with the magneti-translation group property,
eikXeik
′X = ei(k+k
′)X exp
[
i
2
θk∧k′
]
, (3.18)
whih summarizes the nonommutativity of the plane. In
this way we obtain
2π[Dˆµν(k), Dˆστ (k
′)]
= δµτe
+ i
2
θk∧k′Dˆσν(k+ k
′)− δσνe− i2 θk∧k
′
Dˆµτ (k+ k
′)
(3.19)
5in terms of the bare operator (3.13). We may rewrite it
as
[ρˆ(k), ρˆ(k′)] =
i
π
ρˆ(k+ k′) sin
(
θ
k∧k′
2
)
, (3.20a)
[Sˆa(k), ρˆ(k
′)] =
i
π
Sˆa(k+ k
′) sin
(
θ
k∧k′
2
)
, (3.20b)
[Sˆa(k), Sˆb(k
′)] =
i
2π
fabcSˆc(k + k
′) cos
(
θ
k∧k′
2
)
+
i
2π
dabcSˆc(k+ k
′) sin
(
θ
k∧k′
2
)
+
i
2πN
δabρˆ(k + k
′) sin
(
θ
k∧k′
2
)
,
(3.20)
where the summation over the repeated isospin index is
understood. We have named this the W∞(N) algebra
24
sine it is the SU(N) extension of W∞. Its physial im-
pliation is an intrinsi entanglement between the ele-
tron density and the isospin density. The entanglement
is removed in the ommutative limit, θ → 0, where it is
redued to the U(1)⊗SU(N) algebra.
IV. NONCOMMUTATIVE KINEMATICS
In this setion we study how the nonommutativity
presented in mirosopi theory generates a onstraint on
lassial objets. We rst dene the lass of Fok states
we work with and then derive a nonommutative relation
satised by the expetation value of the bare density. We
subsequently introdue the nonommutative CP
N−1
eld
by resolving the nonommutative onstraint, and disuss
topologial aspets with the use of the nonommutative
CP
N−1
eld.
A. Fok States
We onsider the lass of Fok states whih an be writ-
ten as
|S〉 = eiW |S0〉, (4.21)
where W is an arbitrary element of the algebra W∞(N)
whih represents a general linear ombination of the op-
erators (3.10). The state |S0〉 is assumed to be of the
form
|S0〉 =
∏
µ,n
[
c†µ(n)
]νµ(n) |0〉, (4.22)
where νµ(n) takes the value either 0 or 1 speifying
whether the isospin state µ at the Landau site n is ou-
pied or not, respetively.
The amount of eletrons at the Landau site n is given
by
ν(n) =
N∑
µ=1
νµ(n), (4.23)
and may take a value from 0 up to N . The lling fator
is dened by
ν =
1
NΦ
NΦ−1∑
m=0
ν(m), (4.24)
where the thermodynamial limit NΦ → ∞ is implied.
The eletron density is homogeneous in the ground state,
ν(n) =onstant.
The eletron number of the W∞(N)-rotated state
(4.21) is easily alulable,
〈S|N
e
|S〉 = 〈S0|e−iWNee+iW |S0〉 = 〈S0|Ne|S0〉,
(4.25)
sine the total eletron number
N
e
=
∑
n
∑
µ
c†µ(n)cµ(n) (4.26)
is a Casimir operator. The eletron number of the state
|S〉 is the same as that of the state |S0〉. We set
∆N l
e
= 〈S|N
e
|S〉 − 〈g|N
e
|g〉 =
∫
d2x∆ρˆl(x), (4.27)
where 〈g|N
e
|g〉 is the total eletron number in the ground
state |g〉, and ∆N l
e
is the number of extra eletrons ar-
ried by the exitation desribed by the state |S〉. It is an
integer sine 〈S0|Ne|S0〉 is an integer as well as 〈g|Ne|g〉.
The lass of states of the form (4.21) together with
(4.22) does not embrae the whole Fok spae. Neverthe-
less, it is general enough to over all physially relevant
ases in our analysis where the lling fator ν is taken to
be an integer. Indeed, as far as we know, perturbative
exitations are isospin waves and nonperturbative exi-
tations are skyrmions in QH systems. The orresponding
states belong surely to this ategory.
B. Nonommutative Constraints
The lassial eld is the expetation value of a seond
quantized operator suh as
Dˆlµν(x) ≡ 〈S|Dˆµν(x)|S〉. (4.28)
From (3.13) we have
Dˆlµν(k) =
1
2π
∑
mn
〈m|e−ikX|n〉Dlµν(m,n), (4.29)
where
Dlµν(m,n) = 〈S|c†ν(n)cµ(m)|S〉. (4.30)
6It is idential to (2.14) when we set f(k) = Dˆlµν(k) and
Omn[f ] = D
l
µν(m,n)/2πθ. Hene, from the matrix ele-
ment Dlµν(m,n) we may onstrut a Weyl-ordered oper-
ator whose symbol is Dˆlµν(x).
As we derive in Appendix A the lassial density sat-
ises the relation∑
σ,s
Dlµσ(m, s)D
l
σν(s, n) = D
l
µν(m,n). (4.31)
In terms of symbols it reads
N∑
σ=1
Dˆlµσ(x) ⋆ Dˆ
l
σν(x) =
1
2πθ
Dˆlµν(x). (4.32)
The nonommutativity enoded in (3.2a) has beome
pereptible at the lassial level in terms of the bare
quantity Dˆlµν(x). This is the nonommutative onstraint
on the bare density.
We may rewrite (4.32) as the onstraints on the bare
densities ρˆl(x) and Sˆla (x) given by
Dˆlµν(x) =
1
N
δµν ρˆ
l(x) + (λa)µν Sˆ
l
a (x), (4.33)
where ρˆl(x) ≡ 〈S|ρˆ(x)|S〉 and Sˆla (x) ≡ 〈S|Sˆa(x)|S〉.
Substituting this into (4.32) and using the properties of
Gell-Mann matries we ome to
Sˆla (x) ⋆ Sˆ
l
a (x) =
1
4πθ
ρˆl(x) − 1
2N
ρˆl(x) ⋆ ρˆl(x),
(4.34a)
1
2
(ifabc + dabc)Sˆ
l
b (x) ⋆ Sˆ
l
c (x)
=
1
4πθ
Sˆla (x)−
1
2N
ρˆl(x) ⋆ Sˆla (x) −
1
2N
Sˆla (x) ⋆ ρˆ
l(x).
(4.34b)
These two relations are the manifestation of the mi-
rosopi nonommutativity at the level of the lassial
elds.
C. Nonommutative CP
N−1
Field
Due to the involution of the ⋆-produt in (4.34), the
struture of the elds ρˆl(x) and Sˆla (x) is very ompli-
ated, and a omprehensive analysis of these equations
is quite far from being trivial. We investigate relatively
simple ases of integer lling fators. In the physis of QH
systems the integer value of ν is related with the integer
quantum Hall eet, whih is muh simpler in struture
than the frational one realized at a ertain frational
value of ν. In this ase we are able to present a system-
ati way of resolving the nonommutative relations (4.34)
or (4.32).
We introdue the ν amount (r = 1, . . . , ν) of elds
nr(x) eah representing a olumn with N omplex om-
ponents. They are required to be orthonormal
n¯rµ(x) ⋆ n
s
µ(x) = δ
rs, (4.35)
where n¯ denotes the omplex onjugate of n. Here and
hereafter the summation over the repeated isospin index
µ is understood. Then it is trivial to see that the relation
(4.32) is resolved by
Dˆlµν(x) =
1
2πθ
ν∑
s=1
nsµ(x) ⋆ n¯
s
ν(x), (4.36)
or
ρˆl(x) =
1
2πθ
∑
s
nsµ(x) ⋆ n¯
s
µ(x), (4.37a)
Sˆla (x) =
1
4πθ
∑
s
(λa)µνn
s
ν(x) ⋆ n¯
s
µ(x). (4.37b)
Changing the order of multipliatives in (4.37a) and using
(4.35) we obtain
ρˆl(x) =
ν
2πθ
+
1
2πθ
∑
s
[
nsµ(x), n¯
s
µ(x)
]
⋆
. (4.38)
The rst term represents the homogeneous part of the
eletron density. Note that ρ0 ≡ νρΦ = ν/2πθ is the
eletron density in the ground state. Comparing this
with (4.27) we nd
∆ρˆl(x) =
1
2πθ
∑
s
[
nsµ(x), n¯
s
µ(x)
]
⋆
, (4.39)
whih is the density exitation from the ground state
realized in the state (4.21).
At the lling fator ν = 1, whih we study mostly in
what follows, we have a single N -omponent olumn n(x)
satisfying
n¯µ(x) ⋆ nµ(x) = 1, (4.40)
and the bare density reads
Dˆlµν(x) =
1
2πθ
nµ(x) ⋆ n¯ν(x), (4.41)
or
ρˆl(x) =
1
2πθ
nµ(x) ⋆ n¯µ(x), (4.42a)
Sˆla (x) =
1
4πθ
(λa)µνnν(x) ⋆ n¯µ(x). (4.42b)
They are represented as
n
†
µnµ = 1, (4.43)
and
O[Dˆlµν ] =
1
2πθ
nµn
†
ν (4.44)
in terms of the Weyl-ordered operator nµ whose symbol
is the CP
N−1
eld nµ(x), nµ = O[nµ].
7We study a loal nonommutative phase transforma-
tion of nµ(x). Let U(x) be a omplex valued funtion
satisfying
U¯(x) ⋆ U(x) = U(x) ⋆ U¯(x) = 1, (4.45)
whih is onstruted as
U = eiξ⋆ ≡ 1 + iξ +
i2
2!
ξ ⋆ ξ + · · · (4.46)
with ξ(x) being an arbitrary funtion. Then the loal
U(1) transformation of nµ(x) is given by
nµ(x)→ n′µ(x) ≡ nµ(x) ⋆ U(x), (4.47a)
n¯µ(x)→ n¯′µ(x) ≡ U¯(x) ⋆ n¯µ(x), (4.47b)
whih are onsistent as a matter of (f ⋆ h) = h¯ ⋆ f¯ . The
lassial density (4.42) as well as the nonommutative
normalization ondition (4.40) are invariant under the
transformation.
In general, at the integer lling fator ν, we introdue
the Grassmannian GN,ν eld
28
as a set of the ν amount
of the CP
N−1
elds,
Z(x) = (n1µ, n
2
µ, · · · , nνµ). (4.48)
Under a loal U(x) transformation,
Z(x)→ Z ′(x) ≡ Z(x) ⋆ U(x), (4.49)
the lassial density (4.37) as well as the nonommutative
normalization ondition (4.35) are invariant.
D. Topologial Charge
There exist several equivalent ways of dening the
topologial harge assoiated with the CP
N−1
eld in
the ordinary theory on the ommutative plane. One of
them reads
Q =
1
2πi
ǫkl
∑
s
∫
d2x (∂kn¯
s
µ)(∂ln
s
µ). (4.50)
We generalize it to the nonommutative theory as
Q =
1
2πθ
∑
s
∫
d2x [n¯sµ(x), n
s
µ(x)]⋆, (4.51)
sine the Moyal braket is expanded as
[n¯sµ(x), n
s
µ(x)]⋆ = −iθǫjk∂j n¯sµ(x)∂knsµ(x) +O(θ2),
(4.52)
and the quantity (4.51) is redued to the topologial
harge (4.50) in the ommutative limit (θ → 0).
We now show that the quantity (4.51) satises all
standard requirements that the topologial harge should
meet. The topologial harge density is
J0(x) =
1
2πθ
∑
s,µ
[n¯sµ(x), n
s
µ(x)]⋆. (4.53)
First, due to an important property of the star produt
suh that
f(x) ⋆ g(x) = f(x)g(x) + ∂kΛk(x), (4.54)
the density is expressed as J0(x) = ∂kΛk(x) with a er-
tain funtion Λk(x). Thus (4.51) reads
Q =
∫
d2xJ0(x) =
∮
dxk Λk(x), (4.55)
where the ontour integration is taken along a irle of
an innite radius. At the spatial innity, the normaliza-
tion (4.40) turns into a ommutative ondition (sine the
derivatives must vanish), and the asymptoti behavior is
given by nµ(x) ∼ r0, yielding Λk ∼ r−1. Thus, Q ∼
∮
dϑ
with ϑ the azimuthal angle. The integration over the an-
gle gives the number of windings. This is the standard
way how the number of windings appear.
We next examine the onservation law. We obtain
∂0J0 =
1
2πθ
∑
s,µ
[∂0n¯
s
µ(x), n
s
µ(x)]⋆
+
1
2πθ
∑
s,µ
[n¯sµ(x), ∂0n
s
µ(x)]⋆ = ∂kJk, (4.56)
where the existene of Jk is guaranteed by the property
(4.54). Based on dimensional onsiderations, the quan-
tity Jk behaves as Jk ∼ r−2 asymptotially, implying the
vanishing of the orresponding surfae integral, and the
onservation of the topologial harge, ∂0Q = 0, holds.
As we have stated, there are several ways of dening
the topologial harge Q. Needless to say, they are all
equivalent. Nevertheless the topologial harge densities
are dierent, and in general they have no physial mean-
ing. Among them the topologial harge density (4.53)
has a privileged role that it is essentially the eletron
density exitation indued by the topologial soliton,
J0(x) = −∆ρˆl(x), (4.57)
as follows from the omparison of (4.53) with (4.39).
Hene the topologial harge is given by
Q = −
∫
d2x∆ρˆl(x) = −∆N l
e
, (4.58)
whih is an integer. Consequently the nonommutative
soliton arries neessarily the eletri harge proportional
to its topologial harge. This is a very peuliar phe-
nomenon that ours in the nonommutative theory.
V. HAMILTONIAN
We have so far been onerned with the kinematial
properties of the nonommutative eletron system. Re-
all that the LLL projetion quenhes the kineti Hamil-
tonian (3.3) and brings about the nonommutativity into
the system. We now investigate interations between
eletrons whih organize the system dynamially.
8A. Four-Fermion Interations
We take a four-fermion interation term,
H
V
=
1
2
∫
d2xd2y V (x − y)∆ρ(x)∆ρ(y), (5.1)
where ∆ρ(x) is the density exitation operator,
∆ρ(x) = ρ(x)− ρ0, (5.2)
and ρ0 denotes the homogeneous density of harges pro-
viding the eletri neutrality in the ground state. In the
real QH system V (x) is given by the Coulomb potential,
but here we only assume that it represents a repulsive
interation.
As we have already mentioned, we onsider the sys-
tem at an integer lling fator ν. Eah Landau site
an aommodate up to N eletrons of dierent isospins.
The ases of ν = 0 and ν = N are trivial sine the
isospin polarization is zero, where Landau sites are ei-
ther all empty or all oupied. Nontrivial lling fators
are ν = 1, . . . , N − 1. The llings ν and N − ν are equiv-
alent in the sense of partile-hole symmetry.
Substituting the density operators (3.5) into (5.1) we
obtain
H =
∑
mnij
VmnijDµµ(n,m)Dνν(j, i)− ν (Ne +∆Ne) ǫD,
(5.3)
where N
e
= νNΦ +∆Ne, and
Vmnij =
1
4π
∫
d2k V (k)e−θk
2/2〈m|eikX|n〉〈i|e−ikX|j〉,
(5.4)
with V (k) the Fourier transformation of the potential
V (x). We have used the notation
∆N
e
=
∫
d2x∆ρ(x), (5.5)
ǫ
D
=
∑
j
Vnnjj =
ρ0
2
∫
d2xV (x). (5.6)
For later onveniene we also dene
ǫ
X
=
∑
j
Vnjjn =
ρ0
2
θ
∫
d2k V (k)e−θk
2/2. (5.7)
Here, ǫ
D
and ǫ
X
are the diret and exhange energy pa-
rameters, respetively. Note that
∑
j Vnnjj and
∑
j Vnjjn
are independent of n, and the summation is taken over j
with n arbitrarily xed.
B. Spontaneous Symmetry Breaking
Using the four-fermion interation Hamiltonian (5.1)
we evaluate the energy of the state |S〉 in the lass (4.21).
In Appendix A we derive the deomposition formula,
E
V
≡ 〈S|H
V
|S〉 = E
D
+ E
X
, (5.8)
where
E
D
= VmnijD
l
µµ(n,m)D
l
νν(j, i)− ν(N le +∆N le )ǫD,
(5.9a)
E
X
= −VmnijDlµν(j,m)Dlνµ(n, i) +N le ǫX, (5.9b)
with N l
e
= νNΦ+∆N
l
e
. Here E
D
and E
X
represent the
diret and exhange energies.
It is straightforward to represent them in the momen-
tum spae by using (4.29) and (5.4),
E
D
=π
∫
d2k V (k)e−
1
2
θk2
∣∣∆ρˆl(k)∣∣2 , (5.10a)
E
X
=π
∫
d2k∆V
X
(k)
[∣∣∣Sˆla (k)∣∣∣2 + 14
∣∣ρˆl(k)∣∣2] ,
(5.10b)
where ∆V
X
(k) = V
X
(0)− V
X
(k) with
V
X
(k) ≡ ℓ
2
B
π
∫
d2k e−iθk∧k
′
e−
1
2
θk′2V (k′). (5.11)
Note that both the energies are positive semidenite sine
V (k) > 0 and ∆V
X
(k) > 0 for a repulsive interation.
Here, ρˆl(k) = 〈S|ρˆ(k)|S〉 and Sˆla (k) = 〈S|Sˆa(k)|S〉.
It is remarkable that, though the Hamiltonian (5.1) in-
volves no isospin variables, the energy (5.8) of a state
does. The diret energy E
D
is insensitive to isospin ori-
entations, and it vanishes for the homogeneous eletron
distribution sine ∆ρˆl(k) = 0. The exhange energy
E
X
depends on isospin orientations. The isospin tex-
ture is homogeneous when the isospin is ompletely po-
larized, where Sˆla (k) ∝ δ(k). Furthermore, ρˆ
l(k) ∝ δ(k)
due to the homogeneous eletron distribution. For suh
a isospin orientation the exhange energy also vanishes
sine ∆V
X
(k) = V
X
(0) − V
X
(k) = 0 in (5.10b). On the
other hand, E
X
> 0 if the isospin is not polarized om-
pletely sine Sˆla (k) ontains nonzero momentum ompo-
nents. Consequently the isospin-polarized state has the
lowest energy, whih is zero. Namely, all isospins are
spontaneously polarized along an arbitrarily hosen di-
retion. It implies a spontaneous symmetry breaking due
to the exhange interation impliit in the Hamiltonian
(5.1).
C. Ground State and Goldstone Modes
The ground state is a spontaneously symmetry broken
one, where the eletron density is homogenous, ρl(x) =
ρ0 ≡ ν/2πθ, and the isospin eld is additionally a on-
stant, Sˆla (x) = S0a/2πθ. Substituting these into the non-
ommutative onstraint (4.34) we nd
S0aS0a =
ν(N − ν)
2N
, (5.12a)
dabcS0bS0c =
N − 2ν
N
S0a . (5.12b)
9At the lling fator ν the isospin is normalized on the
ground state in this way. The asymptoti behavior of
the topologial soliton is determined by these equations.
We study small perturbative utuations of the isospin
on the ground state. We may keep the eletron density
unperturbed, ρl(x) = ρ0, to minimize the diret energy
(5.10a). Setting
Sˆla (x) = Sa(x)/2πθ, (5.13)
and substituting these into (4.34), we nd
Sa(x) ⋆ Sa(x) = ν(N − ν)
2N
, (5.14a)
(ifabc + dabc)Sb(x) ⋆ Sc(x) = N − 2ν
N
Sa(x). (5.14b)
The Goldstone modes, whih are small utuations of the
isospins, are subjet to these onstraints. The exhange
energy (5.10b) may be used as the eetive Hamiltonian
for the Goldstone modes. However, there are N2− 1 real
omponents in Sa(x), but not all of them are indepen-
dent. Beause of this fat, exept for the ase of SU(2),
it is quite diult to analyze Goldstone modes based on
(5.10b). Later we shall derive the eetive Hamiltonian
in terms of the CP
N−1
eld: See (9.19).
VI. QUANTUM HALL SKYRMIONS
We proeed to analyze topologial exitations. As we
have shown, a topologial soliton neessarily arries the
eletron number. The simplest harge exitation is the
hole exitation. It is urious but, as we shall soon see, a
hole is a kind of skyrmion in the nonommutative plane.
A generi skyrmion state is onstruted as a W∞(N)-
rotated state of the hole state. We start with a skyrmion
with Q = 1, and subsequently pass to a multi-skyrmion
with Q = k. It is to be remarked that the Hamiltonian
is not neessary to develop a theory of skyrmions. What
we use is only the fat that the ground state is a sponta-
neously symmetry broken one.
A. Mirosopi Skyrmions
The ground state is expressed as
|g〉 =
∞∏
n=0
gµc
†
µ(n)|0〉, (6.15)
where a onstant vetor gµ stands for the isospin om-
ponent spontaneously hosen, obeying the normalization
ondition
g¯µgµ = 1. (6.16)
The ground state satises
ρ(m,n)|g〉 =δmn|g〉, (6.17a)
〈g|Sa(m,n)|g〉 =1
2
δmng¯µ(λa)µνgν . (6.17b)
The simplest harge exitation is a hole exitation given
by
|h〉 = g¯µcµ(0)|g〉, (6.18)
with its energy 〈h|H
V
|h〉 = ǫ
X
.
We onsider a W∞(N)-rotated state of the hole state
|h〉,
|S
sky
〉 = eiW |h〉 = eiW
∞∏
n=0
gµc
†
µ(n+ 1)|0〉, (6.19)
where W is an element of the W∞(N) algebra (3.19).
As we have notied in (4.27), the eletron number of this
state is the same as that of the hole state, or ∆N l
e
= −1.
The simplest W∞(N) rotation mixes only the nearest
neighboring sites, and is given by the hoie of W =∑∞
n=0Wn with
iWn = αnhµg
∗
νc
†
µ(n)cν(n+ 1)− αnh∗µgνc†ν(n+ 1)cµ(n),
(6.20)
where αn is a real parameter, and hµ is a onstant vetor
orthogonal to gµ,
h¯µhµ = 1, g¯µhµ = h¯µgµ = 0. (6.21)
Note that Wn is a Hermitian operator belonging to the
W∞(N) algebra. Remark that [Wn,Wm] = 0, as follows
from (6.21) in the ase of m = n+ 1, and trivially in all
other ases. We dene
ξ†(n) = e+iW gµc
†
µ(n+ 1)e
−iW . (6.22)
It is easy to show that
ξ†(n) = uµ(n)c
†
µ(n) + vµ(n)c
†
µ(n+ 1), (6.23)
where we have set
uµ(n) = hµ sinαn, vµ(n) = gµ cosαn. (6.24)
The onditions
u¯µ(n)uµ(n) + v¯µ(n)vµ(n) =1, (6.25a)
v¯µ(n)uµ(n+ 1) =0, (6.25b)
follow on uµ(n) and vµ(n). It is neessary that
lim
n→∞
uµ(n) = 0, lim
n→∞
vµ(n) = gµ, (6.26)
sine the skyrmion state should approah the ground
state asymptotially.
The operator ξ(m) satises the standard anonial an-
tiommutation relation,
{ξ(m), ξ†(n)} = δmn, {ξ(m), ξ(n)} = 0, (6.27)
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as is veried with the use of the ondition (6.25). The
hole state is a speial limit of the skyrmion state with
uµ(n) = 0 and vµ(n) = gµ for all n.
It is now easy to see that the W∞(N)-rotated state
(6.19) is rewritten as
|S
sky
〉 =
∞∏
n=0
ξ†(n)|0〉 (6.28)
by the use of (6.22) and e−iWn |0〉 = 0. This agrees with
the skyrmion state
20
proposed to arry out a Hartree-
Fok approximation.
Multi-skyrmion states are given by (6.28) with
ξ†(n) = uµ(n)c
†
µ(n) + vµ(n)c
†
µ(n+ k), (6.29)
where k indiates the amount of skyrmions. Normal-
ization is still given by (6.25a) but (6.25b) replaed by
v¯µ(n)uµ(n+ k) = 0. In a single skyrmion ase the near-
est neighboring sites are mixed in operators ξ(n). For
k = 2 the mixing appears among the sites with even n
and separately among the ones with odd n, while no mix-
ing appears among even and odd sites. In this sense there
arise two separate hains of mixed sites, where the above
steps an be arried out separately. In the ase of general
k there are k separate hains, so nothing essentially new
ours, and the analog of (6.19) appears as
|S
sky
〉 = eiW
∞∏
n=0
gµc
†
µ(n+ k)|0〉 = eiW
k−1∏
n=0
g¯µcµ(n)|g〉,
(6.30)
where |g〉 is the ground state given by (6.15). The ele-
tron number is evidently given by ∆N l
e
= −k.
B. Nonommutative CP
N−1
Skyrmions
We onstrut the nonommutative CP
N−1
eld de-
sribing the multi-skyrmion state (6.28) with (6.29). For
this purpose we alulate the quantities
Dlµν(m,n) = 〈Ssky|c†ν(n)cµ(m)|Ssky〉 (6.31)
for the multi-skyrmion state. It is straightforward to
show
cµ(m)|Ssky〉 = [uµ(m)ξ(m) + vµ(m− α)ξ(m− α)] |Ssky〉,
(6.32)
where the onvention vµ(m) = 0 for m < 0 is introdued.
We then use
〈S
sky
|ξ†(m)ξ(n)|S
sky
〉 = δmn (6.33)
together with (6.32), to nd the only nonvanishing values
of Dlµν(m,n) to be
Dlµν(n, n) =uµ(n)u¯ν(n) + vµ(n− k)v¯ν(n− k),
Dlµν(n, n+ k) =uµ(n)v¯ν(n),
Dlµν(n+ k, n) =vµ(n)u¯ν(n). (6.34)
This gives the Weyl-ordered operator as
2πθ O[Dlµν ]
= [uµ(n)u¯ν(n) + vµ(n− k)v¯ν(n− k)] |n〉〈n|
+ uµ(n)v¯ν(n)|n〉〈n+ k|+ vµ(n)u¯ν(n)|n+ k〉〈n|.
(6.35)
Comparing this with (4.44) we uniquely ome to
nµ =
∞∑
n=0
[uµ(n)|n〉〈n|+ vµ(n)|n+ k〉〈n|] , (6.36)
whose symbol is
27
nµ(x) =2e
−z¯z
∞∑
n=0
(−1)nuµ(n)Ln(2z¯z)
+ 2
k
2
+1zke−z¯z
∞∑
n=0
(−1)n
√
n!√
(n+ α)!
vµ(n)L
k
n(2z¯z).
(6.37)
This is the nonommutative CP
N−1
eld desribing the
multi-skyrmion state.
C. Topologial Charge of Skyrmions
We have already shown that the topologial harge is
given by Q = −∆N l
e
= k for the multi-skyrmion state
via the harge-number relation (4.58). We onrm this
by an expliit alulation.
In the Weyl form the topologial harge (4.51) is ex-
pressed as
Q = Tr([n†µ, nµ]). (6.38)
Here, we annot use Tr([A,B]) =Tr(AB)−Tr(BA) = 0,
whih is valid only if Tr(AB) and Tr(BA) are separately
well dened. This is not the ase here, and the trae
operation must be arried out after the ommutator is
alulated.
Using (6.36) we obtain
[n†µ, nµ] =
∞∑
n=0
v¯µ(n)vµ(n) [|n〉〈n| − |n+ k〉〈n+ k|] .
(6.39)
This is still inappropriate for alulating the trae, sine
the separate piees are divergent due to the behavior
|vµ(n)| → 1 as n→∞, as implied by the boundary on-
dition (6.26). We rewrite the formula in terms of uµ(n)
instead of vµ(n), and obtain
[n†µ, nµ] =
k−1∑
n=0
|n〉〈n| −
∞∑
n=0
u¯µ(n)uµ(n)|n〉〈n|
+
∞∑
n=0
u¯µ(n)uµ(n)|n+ k〉〈n+ k|. (6.40)
Eah piee is well dened sine uµ(n)→ 0 as n→∞, and
the traes an be alulated separately, whih eventually
leads to Q = k.
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D. Hole State
In order to understand the dierene of the nonom-
mutative theory from the ommutative one, it is instru-
tive to analyze the hole state (6.18) more in details. To
make the argument as simple as possible, we onsider
the SU(2) spin system with the ground state being the
up-spin lled one,
|g〉 =
∞∏
n=0
c†↑(n)|0〉. (6.41)
The hole state is
|h〉 = c↑(0)|g〉, (6.42)
with its bare density being
ρˆl(x) =ρ0
(
1− 2e−r2/θ
)
, (6.43a)
Sˆlx (x) =Sˆ
l
y (x) = 0, Sˆ
l
z (x) =
1
2
ρˆl(x). (6.43b)
It represents literally a hole of the size
√
θ. The spin
texture is trivial.
In the ommutative theory, the topologial number is
given by (4.50), or
Q =
1
2πi
ǫkl
∑
s
∫
d2x (∂kn¯µ)(∂lnµ), (6.44)
whih is equivalent to the Pontryagin number,
Q
P
=
1
π
∫
d2x εabcεijSa(∂iSb)(∂jSc). (6.45)
Here Sa is the normalized spin density, Sa ≡
1
2 n¯µ(σa)µνnν , with σa the Pauli matrix. We would obvi-
ously onlude Q
P
= 0 for the trivial spin texture suh
as (6.43b).
However, this is not the ase in the nonommutative
theory. Aording to the argument presented in the pre-
vious subsetion, its topologial harge is given by
Q = Tr([n†µ, nµ]) = Tr(|0〉〈0|) = 1, (6.46)
sine uµ(n) = 0 for all n in (6.40). There is no mystery
here. Let us explain this by alulating the topologial
number expliitly in the oordinate spae.
The CP
1
eld whih gives the trivial spin texture
(6.43b) via (4.37) is highly nontrivial,
n↑(x) =2
3
2 ze−z¯z
∞∑
n=0
(−1)n√
n+ 1
L1n(2z¯z), (6.47a)
n↓(x) =0. (6.47b)
It is well dened everywhere. Only the asymptoti be-
havior ontributes to the topologial number (4.51) in the
nonommutative formulation, or equivalently to (6.44) in
the ommutative formulation. Any nite order terms in
n vanish in the limit z¯z → ∞ due to the term e−z¯z in
(6.47a). Thus, in alulating the topologial harge, we
may replae 1/
√
(n+ 1) by Γ(n+ 32 )/Γ(n+ 2), whih is
valid for n≫ 1. We then use29
∞∑
n=0
(a)n
(c)n
tnL(c−1)n (x) =
1
(1 − t)aM
(
a; c;
xt
t− 1
)
, (6.48)
where M(a; b;x) is the Kummer funtion. Taking a = 32 ,
c = 2 and t = −1, we obtain
n↑(x)→ ze−z¯z
Γ(32 )
Γ(2)
M
(
3
2
; 2; z¯z
)
→ z|z| = e
iϑ, (6.49)
where ϑ is the azimuthal angle. It arries a proper wind-
ing number. The topologial number of a hole is learly
Q = 1, as is onsistent with (6.46).
Hene we onlude that a hole is a kind of skyrmion
in the nonommutative theory: Its spin texture is trivial
but the assoiated CP
N−1
eld is highly nontrivial and
arries a proper winding number.
It is easy to see what happens in the ommutative limit
for the hole state, where the CP
1
eld (6.47a) is redued
to
n↑(x) = e
iϑ, n↓(x) = 0. (6.50)
It is ill dened at the origin. Hene we annot alulate
the topologial harge by the formula (6.44) for the hole
state. It is the essential feature of the nonommutative
theory that suh a singularity is regulated over the region
of area θ. This is the reason why the nonommutative
CP
1
eld for the hole state is well dened everywhere
and arries a winding number.
VII. HARD-CORE INTERACTION
We have so far analyzed the kinematial struture
of multi-skyrmions in the nonommutative plane. The
CP
N−1
eld given by (6.37) ontains innitely many pa-
rameters uµ(n) and vµ(n). These variables are to be xed
so as to minimize the energy of the state. Let us arry
out this program by taking the hard-ore interation
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for the potential V (x) in the Hamiltonian (5.1),
V (x− y) = δ2(x− y). (7.1)
The Hamiltonian reads
H
h
=
1
2
∫
d2x ∆ρ(x)∆ρ(x). (7.2)
For simpliity we restrit the isospin SU(N) symmetry to
the spin SU(2) symmetry in what follows.
The matrix element (5.4) is easily alulable to give
Vmnij =
1
8πθ
√
(m+ i)!√
m!i!
√
(n+ j)!√
n!j!
δm+i,n+j√
2m+i+n+j
, (7.3)
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whih possesses the additional symmetry separately with
respet to m↔ i and n ↔ j. Due to this symmetry the
Hamiltonian (7.2) is redued to
H
h
= 2
∑
mnij
Vmnijc
†
↑(m)c
†
↓(i)c↓(j)c↑(n)−
1
4πθ
∆N l
e
,
(7.4)
or
H
h
=
∫
d2x ψ†↑(x)ψ
†
↓(x)ψ↓(x)ψ↑(x)−
1
4πθ
∆N l
e
. (7.5)
where we have used
ǫ
D
= ǫ
X
=
1
4πθ
, (7.6)
whih follows from (5.6) and (5.7).
A. Fatorizable Skyrmions
We onsider the multi-skyrmion state (6.28) with
(6.29), or
ξ†(n) = u(n)c†↓(n) + v(n)c
†
↑(n+ k). (7.7)
Due to the antiommutation relation (6.27) we have
〈S
sky
|ξ†(m)ξ†(i)ξ(j)ξ(n)|S
sky
〉 = δmnδij − δmjδin,
(7.8)
and using (7.3) we obtain
〈S
sky
|H
h
|S
sky
〉 = k
4πθ
+
1
8πθ
∑
mn
(m+ n+ k)!
2m+n+km!n!
×
∣∣∣∣∣
√
m!√
(m+ k)!
v(m)u(n)−
√
n!√
(n+ k)!
v(n)u(m)
∣∣∣∣∣
2
,
(7.9)
where we have aounted ∆N l
e
= −k. The seond term,
being positive semidenite, takes the minimum for
√
n!√
(n+ k)!
v(n)
u(n)
=
1
ωk
, (7.10)
where ω is an arbitrary omplex onstant. This gives
|u(n)|2 = |ω|
2k
|ω|2k + [(n+ 1) · · · (n+ k)] , (7.11a)
|v(n)|2 = (n+ 1) · · · (n+ k)|ω|2k + [(n+ 1) · · · (n+ k)] (7.11b)
with the aid of the ondition |u(n)|2 + |v(n)|2 = 1.
Using (6.32) we an atually verify that
H
h
|S
sky
〉 = − 1
4πθ
∆N l|S
sky
〉 = k
4πθ
|S
sky
〉, (7.12)
when parameters uµ(n) and vµ(n) are given by (7.11).
Consequently, |S
sky
〉 is an eigenstate of the Hamiltonian
(7.5) with ∆N l = −k. The eigenvalue is independent of
the sale parameter ω, and the skyrmion state is degen-
erate with the hole state.
The CP
1
eld (6.36) orresponding to the multi-
skyrmion state is |S
sky
〉 expressed as
n↑ =
∑
n
v(n)|n+ k〉〈n|, (7.13a)
n↓ =
∑
n
u(n)|n〉〈n| (7.13b)
with (7.11). We alulate this expliitly with the aid of
(7.11).
From (2.11) we have
(b†)k|n〉 =
[
(n+ k)!
n!
] 1
2
|n+ k〉, (7.14)
whih leads to
(b†)kn↓ =
∞∑
n=0
u(n)
[
(n+ k)!
n!
] 1
2
|n+ k〉〈n|. (7.15)
Here we use (7.10) and (7.13a) to nd
(b†)kn↓ = ω
k
n↑, (7.16)
whih in terms of symbols turns into
zk ⋆ n↓(x) = (
√
2ω)kn↑(x), (7.17)
where z ⋆ zk = zk+1 has been used.
Then the CP eld reads
n(x) =
1
λk
[
zk
λk
]
⋆ n↓(x), (7.18)
with λ ≡ √2ω, where n↓(x) is the funtion of r = |x|
only
n↓(x) = 2e
−z¯z
∞∑
n=0
(−1)nu(n)Ln(2z¯z). (7.19)
It is to be notied that the spin part is fatorized as in
(7.18). It is reminisent of the skyrmion CP
1
eld
n(x) =
1√
|z|2k + |λ|2k
[
zk
λk
]
(7.20)
in the ordinary CP
1
model (9.22).
Finally we alulate the physial quantities ρl(x) and
Sla (x) for the multi-skymion state,
ρl(x) = 〈S
sky
|ψ†(x)ψ(x)|S
sky
〉, (7.21a)
Sla (x) =
1
2
〈S
sky
|ψ†(x)σaψ(x)|Ssky〉. (7.21b)
Substituting (6.34) with (7.11) into (4.29), we obtain
Dˆlµν(k). Then, we onstrut D
l
µν(x) from (3.12), whih
may be deomposed into ρl(x) and Sla (x).
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In this way we ome to
ρl(x) =
1
2πθ
[(
r2
2θ
)k
+ |ω|2k
]
f
(
r2
2θ
)
, (7.22a)
Slx (x) =
+1
2πθ
( |ω|r√
2θ
)k
f
(
r2
2θ
)
cos kϑ, (7.22b)
Sly (x) =
−1
2πθ
( |ω|r√
2θ
)k
f
(
r2
2θ
)
sin kϑ, (7.22)
Slz (x) =
1
4πθ
[(
r2
2θ
)k
− |ω|2k
]
f
(
r2
2θ
)
, (7.22d)
where f(x) is given by
f(x) = e−x
∞∑
n=0
1
|ω|2k + [(n+ 1) · · · (n+ k)]
xn
n!
(7.23)
and ϑ is the azimuthal angle. It follows from (7.22) that
Sla (x) = ρ
l(x)Sa(x), (7.24)
where
Sa(x) = 1
2
n¯(x)σan(x) (7.25)
with (7.20). It is the nonlinear spin eld normalized as
Sa(x)Sa(x) = 1/4, and given by
Sx(x) =
(
|λ|r
√
θ
)k
(r2)
k
+ (|λ|2θ)k
cos kϑ, (7.26a)
Sy(x) =
−
(
|λ|r
√
θ
)k
(r2)
k
+ (|λ|2θ)k
sinkϑ, (7.26b)
Sz(x) =1
2
(
r2
)k − (|λ|2θ)k
(r2)
k
+ (|λ|2θ)k
. (7.26)
It agrees with the skyrmion spin eld in the ordinary
O(3) nonlinear sigma model. The fatorizability (7.24)
together with (7.26) is a peuliar property. We all suh
a skyrmion a fatorizable skyrmion.
B. Zeeman interation
QH eets our in the external magneti eld. The
eletron ouples with the magneti eld via the Zeeman
term in the realisti system,
H
Z
= −∆
Z
∫
d2xSz(x), (7.27)
where ∆Z = |g|µBB⊥ is the Zeeman gap with µB the
Bohr magneton and g the magneti g-fator. It is inter-
esting to alulate the Zeeman energy of the fatorizable
skyrmion (7.24).
For simpliity we study the simplest skyrmion with
Q = k = 1. We may rewrite (7.23) as
f(x) =
1
|ω|2 + 1e
−xM(|ω|2 + 1; |ω|2 + 2;x). (7.28)
It behaves as
lim
x→∞
f(x) =
1
x
− |ω|
2
x2
+
|ω|2(|ω|2 − 1)
x3
. (7.29)
Hene we obtain
lim
r→∞
ρl(x) =
1
2πθ
(
1− 2θ
2|λ|2
r4
)
, (7.30a)
lim
r→∞
Slz (x) =
1
4πθ
(
1− 2θ|λ|
2
r2
)
. (7.30b)
The number of spins ipped around a skyrmion is given
by
N
spin
=
∫
d2x
{
Slz (x)−
1
4πθ
}
, (7.31)
whih is identied with the skyrmion spin. We nd
N
spin
to diverge logarithmially, unless λ = 0, due to
the asymptoti behavior (7.30b). The Zeeman energy
〈H
Z
〉 = −∆
Z
N
spin
is divergent, exept for the hole, from
the infrared ontribution however small the Zeeman ef-
fet is.
The fatorizable skyrmion (7.24) is no longer valid
in the hard-ore model with the Zeeman term. There
exists surely a skyrmion state whih has a nite Zee-
man energy one the fatorizability is abandoned: See
(10.9) for an example. Nevertheless, we an show that
the hole state has the lowest energy. The reason reads
as follows. The fatorizable skyrmion is an eigenstate
of the hard-ore Hamiltonian, H
h
|S
sky
〉 = E
h
|S
sky
〉
with E
h
= |∆N l|/4πθ, as in (7.12). Aordingly any
spin texture |S〉 possessing the same eletron number
∆N l has a higher energy, 〈S|H
h
|S〉 ≥ E
h
. Further-
more its Zeeman energy is larger than that of the hole,
〈S|H
Z
|S〉 ≥ 12∆Z. Hene,
〈S| (H
h
+H
Z
) |S〉 ≥ E
h
+
1
2
∆
Z
, (7.32)
where the equality holds for the hole state. Consequently
there are no skyrmions in the presene of the Zeeman
interation in the system with the hard-ore interation.
VIII. NONCOMMUTATIVE CP
N−1
MODEL
In the previous setion we have studied the skyrmion
state (6.36) in the hard-ore model (7.1) and determined
parameters uµ(n) and vµ(n) expliitly. We have em-
phasized that the skyrmion itself is independent of the
Hamiltonian. For the sake of ompleteness we analyze
the skyrmion state (6.36) in the nonommutative CP
N−1
model.
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The nonommutative CP
N−1
model is dened by the
Hamiltonian
5
H
CP
= κθ2Tr
[
(∂mn
†
µ)(∂mnµ) + (n
†
µ∂mnµ)(n
†
ν∂mnν)
]
,
(8.1)
where the derivative is given by (2.2) or
∂inµ = − i
θ
ǫij [Xj , nµ] . (8.2)
It is onvenient to introdue the notation
Dznµ ≡ Dxnµ − iDynµ,
Dz¯nµ ≡ Dxnµ + iDynµ, (8.3)
where
Dinµ ≡ −iθ−1ǫij ([Xj , nµ]− nµnγ [Xj, nγ ]) , (8.4)
and rewrite the nonommutative CP
N−1
model (9.19) as
E
X
=
1
2
κθ2Tr
[
(Dznµ)†(Dznµ) + (Dz¯nµ)†(Dz¯nµ)
]
.
(8.5)
We have already dened the topologial harge Q by the
formula (4.51). However, there are other equivalent ways
of dening it, and here we use the representation
Q =
1
2
θTr
[
(Dznµ)†(Dznµ)− (Dz¯nµ)†(Dz¯nµ)
]
. (8.6)
The equivalene is readily proved beause the topologi-
al harge densities assoiated with (4.51) and (8.6) are
dierent only by a total derivative term that does not
ontribute to the topologial harge.
The BPS energy bound follows from (8.5) and (8.6),
E
X
≥ κθ|Q|. (8.7)
This bound beomes saturated for
Dz¯nµ = 0 (skyrmions). (8.8)
or
Dznµ = 0 (antiskyrmions). (8.9)
We onsider the ase of skyrmions in what follows. The
self-dual equation (8.8) takes the form
[b†, nµ]− nµnγ [b†, nγ ] = 0. (8.10)
We onsider expliitly the ase of SU(2) and look for the
solution to (8.10) in the form (6.36), or
n↑ =
∞∑
m=0
v(m)|m+ k〉〈m|, n↓ =
∞∑
m=0
u(m)|m〉〈m|,
(8.11)
where |u(k)|2 + |v(k)|2 = 1. This desribes a multi-
skyrmion arrying the topologial harge Q = k. We
get
[b†, n↑]− n↑nµ[b†, nµ] =
∞∑
m=0
f↑(m)|m+ k + 1〉〈m|,
[b†, n↓]− n↓nµ[b†, nµ] =
∞∑
m=0
f↓(m)|m+ 1〉〈m|, (8.12)
with
f↑(m) =v(m)u¯(m+ 1)u(m+ 1)
√
m+ k + 1
− v(m+ 1)u¯(m+ 1)u(m)√m+ 1,
f↓(m) =u(m)v¯(m+ 1)v(m+ 1)
√
m+ 1
− u(m+ 1)v¯(m+ 1)v(m)
√
m+ k + 1. (8.13)
The equation (8.10) holds if f↑(m) = 0 and f↓(m) = 0.
They lead to a single equation, whih an be summarized
as
v(m)
u(m)
=
√
m+ k√
m
v(m− 1)
u(m− 1) . (8.14)
This reurrene relation is solved as
v(m)
u(m)
=
√
(m+ k)!√
m!
1
ωk
, (8.15)
where we have introdued the omplex parameter ω by
ωk ≡ u(0)
v(0)
k!. (8.16)
The parameters (8.15) are found to be the same as (7.10).
Consequently the skyrmions are idential both in the
hard-ore model and the nonommutative CP
N−1
model,
though these two models are very dierent. We disuss
the relation between them in Setion X.
IX. EFFECTIVE THEORY
We have explored kinematial properties of the lassi-
al density matrix Dˆlµν . It is interesting to disuss the
dynamial property of the lassial density, espeially,
what the equation of motion for Dˆlµν is.
A. Classial Equation of Motion
We start with the quantum equation of motion for the
density matrix Dµν(k, l),
i~
d
dt
Dµν(k, l) = [Dµν(k, l), HV], (9.1)
where H
V
is the four-fermion interation Hamiltonian
(5.1). By using (3.17) it is expliitly alulated as
i~
d
dt
Dγα(k, l) =VmnkjDµµ(n,m)Dγα(j, l)
− VmnilDµµ(n,m)Dγα(k, i)
+ VknijDγα(n, l)Dµµ(j, i)
− VmlijDγα(k,m)Dµµ(j, i). (9.2)
We take the average of this equation with respet to the
Fok state (4.21). Using
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〈S|Dνµ(n,m)Dτσ(j, i)|S〉
=Dlνµ(n,m)D
l
τσ(j, i)−Dlτµ(j,m)Dlνσ(n, i)
+ δνσδniD
l
τµ(j,m), (9.3)
where Dlνµ(n,m) = 〈S|Dνµ(n,m)|S〉, we obtain
i~
d
dt
Dlγα(l, k) =2VmnljD
l
µµ(n,m)D
l
γα(j, k)
− 2VmnikDlµµ(n,m)Dlγα(l, i)
− 2VmnljDlγµ(j,m)Dlµα(n, k)
+ 2VmnikD
l
γµ(l,m)D
l
µα(n, i). (9.4)
Provided the lassial density Dlνµ(n,m) is endowed with
the Poisson struture
i~[Dlµν(m,n), D
l
στ (i, j)]PB
= δµτ δmjD
l
σν(i, n)− δσνδinDlµτ (m, j), (9.5)
it is straightforward to show that (9.4) is summarized
into
d
dt
Dlµν(m,n) = [D
l
µν(m,n), EV]PB, (9.6)
where E
V
≡ 〈S|H
V
|S〉 is the average of the Hamiltonian.
As we have notied in (5.8), it onsists of the diret en-
ergy (5.9a) and the exhange energy (5.9b).
It is remarkable that the Poisson struture (9.5) is pre-
isely the same as the algebra (3.17). To see its signi-
ane more in details we ombine it with the magneti-
translation group property (3.18),
2πi~[Dˆlµν(k), Dˆ
l
στ (k
′)]
PB
=δµτe
+ i
2
θk∧k′Dˆlσν(k+ k
′)
− δσνe− i2 θk∧k
′
Dˆlµτ (k+ k
′).
(9.7)
It orresponds to the W∞(N) algebra (3.19), indiating
that the lassial density Dˆlµν should obey the W∞(N)
algebra as well.
It is important that the Poisson struture (9.7) is re-
solved in terms of the nonommutative CP
N−1
eld. The
relation (4.41) reads
Dˆlµν(k) =
1
4π2θ
∫
d2k′ e−
i
2
θk∧k′nµ(k
′)n¯ν(k
′ − k) (9.8)
in the momentum spae, where n¯µ(k) is the omplex on-
jugate of nµ(k). Substituting this into (9.7), provided
i~[nµ(k), n¯ν(k
′)]
PB
= 2πθδµν(k
′ − k), (9.9)
or
i~[nµ(x), n¯ν(y)]PB = 2πθδµν(x− y), (9.10)
we an easily show that (9.7) holds as an identity.
B. Derivative Expansion
We proeed to derive the low energy eetive theory
of the Hamiltonian system (5.1) in terms of the CP
N−1
eld. The orresponding energy onsists of the diret
and exhange energies E
D
and E
X
as given by (5.9a) and
(5.9b), respetively. The diret energy is not interesting
sine it represents simply the lassial energy of a harge
distribution −e∆ρl(x).
We analyze the exhange energy E
X
. Corresponding
to (4.44) we nd
Dlµν(m,n) = 〈m|nµn†ν |n〉. (9.11)
Substituting this into (5.9b) we ome to
E
X
= −
∫
d2k
4π
e−
1
2
θk2V (k)Tr
(
nµn
†
νe
ikX
nνn
†
µe
−ikX
)
+N l
e
ǫ
X
,
(9.12)
where we have taken (5.4) into aount. To bring it to a
more reasonable form, we use
N l
e
= Tr
(
nµn
†
µ
)
, (9.13)
and rewrite the exhange energy as
E
X
=
∫
d2k
4π
e−
1
2
θk2V (k)
× Tr (nµn†µ − nµn†νeikXnνn†µe−ikX) , (9.14)
where the anellation of divergenes ours at k = 0.
We may hange the order of operators under the trae
simultaneously in both terms so that the anellation at
k = 0 is maintained. We ahieve at
E
X
=
∫
d2k
4π
e−
1
2
θk2V (k)Tr
(
I− n†µeikXnµ · n†νe−ikXnν
)
(9.15)
where we have used the normalization n
†
µnµ = I.
As far as we are onerned about suient smooth eld
ongurations we may make the derivative expansion and
take the lowest order term. Here we note that
I− n†µeikXnµ · n†νe−ikXnν
=[n†µ, e
ikX][e−ikX, nµ]− n†µ[eikX, nµ]n†ν [e−ikX, nν ].
(9.16)
Beause the derivative is given by (2.2) or
∂inµ = − i
θ
ǫij [Xj , nµ] , (9.17)
the derivative expansion orresponds to the expansion in
X,
eikX = I+ ikiXi − 1
2
kikjXiXj +O(X
3). (9.18)
Substituting this into (9.15) and assuming the rotational
invariane of V (k) we integrate over the angle in the mo-
mentum spae. In suh a way, up to the lowest order
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term of the derivative expansion, we ome to
E
X
=κTr
(
n
†
µXiXinµ − n†µXinµn†νXinν
)
=κTr
(
[n†µ, Xi][Xi, nµ]− n†µ[Xi, nµ]n†ν [Xi, nν ]
)
=κθ2Tr
[
(∂mn
†
µ)(∂mnµ) + (n
†
µ∂mnµ)(n
†
ν∂mnν)
]
,
(9.19)
where the onstant κ is given by
κ ≡ 1
4
∫
dk k3e−
1
2
θk2V (k). (9.20)
It agrees with the nonommutative CP
N−1
model
5
. It
is interesting that the nonommutative CP
N−1
model is
derived from the four-fermion interation Hamiltonian ir-
respetive of the expliit form of the potential V (x) as
the lowest order term in the derivative expansion.
We an use the nonommutative CP
N−1
model (9.19)
as the eetive Hamiltonian for the Goldstone modes,
whih are small utuations of the CP
N−1
eld around
the ground state. Suh utuations our without the
density exitation (∆ρl
e
(x) = 0), thus minimizing the
diret energy as E
D
= 0. The ondition reads
nµ(x) ⋆ n¯µ(x) = n¯µ(x) ⋆ nµ(x) = 1. (9.21)
Furthermore, suiently smooth isospin waves are de-
sribed in its ommutative limit,
E
X
= κθ2
∫
d2x
[
(∂mn
†
µ)(∂mnµ) + (n
†
µ∂mnµ)(n
†
ν∂mnν)
]
,
(9.22)
whih is the ordinary CP
N−1
model. There are N − 1
omplex Goldstone modes.
X. DISCUSSION
We have analyzed the kinematial and dynamial prop-
erties of the lassial density matrix Dˆlµν(x) in the non-
ommutative plane. In partiular we have eluidated
nonommutative solitons by taking a onrete instane
of the QH system with the SU(N) symmetry.
A mirosopi skyrmion state with Q = 1 is a W∞(N)-
rotated state of a hole state. The skyrmion texture is
given by (1.6), or
nµ =
∞∑
n=0
[uµ(n)|n〉〈n|+ vµ(n)|n+ 1〉〈n|] (10.1)
with |u(n)|2 + |v(n)|2 = 1. It ontains innitely many
parameters. They are xed when the Hamiltonian is
given. We have studied expliitly the hard-ore model
and the nonommutative CP
N−1
model. In these models
all those parameters are determined analytially exept
for the sale parameter ω,
u2(n) =
ω2
n+ 1 + ω2
. (10.2)
The skyrmion energy is independent of the parameter ω.
It is intriguing that the skyrmions are idential both
in the hard-ore model and the nonommutative CP
N−1
model. Let us examine this equivalene more in details.
On one hand, in the nonommutative CP
N−1
model the
skyrmion energy is given by
E
CP
= κθk, (10.3)
as follows from (8.7). On the other hand, in the hard-ore
model it is given by (7.12), or
E
h
=
k
4πθ
. (10.4)
The parameter κ is given by (9.20), whih reads
κ =
1
4πθ2
. (10.5)
Hene, these two energies are idential, E
CP
= E
h
.
Namely, in the hard-ore model the skyrmion energy
oming from the lowest-order term saturates the total
energy. It implies that the diret energy and the higher
order exhange energy have preisely anelled out eah
other. Suh a anellation is possible sine both of them
are short range in the hard-ore model.
The skyrmion solution obtained in these models satis-
es the fatorizability property
Sla (x) = ρ
l(x)Sa(x), (10.6)
where Sa(x) = 12 n¯(x)λan(x) with the Gell-mann matrix
λa. We have alled them fatorizable skyrmions. It is
this lass of skyrmions that has been studied in almost
all previous works on QH systems. For instane we have
studied skyrmions
24,25
in the semilassial approximation
based on the omposite-boson piture, but it allows us
only to onsider suh a limited lass of exitations.
However, as we have shown, the energy of the fatoriz-
able skyrmion is innite one the Zeeman eet is taken
into aount. Consequently realisti skyrmions in the
QH system are not fatorizable skyrmions. The fatoriz-
ability follows from the partiular form (10.2) of param-
eters u(n). Any other hoie produes an unfatorizable
skyrmion.
The eletron-eletron interation is given by the
Coulomb potential V (x) = e2/4πε|x| in the realisti QH
system. Sine the interation dereases ontinuously as
the distane inreases, the diret Coulomb energy E
D
de-
reases as the skyrmion size inreases. However, a large
skyrmion requires a large Zeeman energy. Hene, when
the Zeeman eet is very large, what is exited is the hole
state (6.18). Thus the total Coulomb energy is
E
C
= ǫ
X
=
√
π
2
e2
8πεℓB
, (hole). (10.7)
On the other hand, when the Zeeman eet is innites-
imal, an innitely large skyrmion is exited. It is well
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approximated by the fatorizable skyrmion, where the
total Coulomb energy is
E
C
=
1
2
ǫ
X
, (large skyrmion). (10.8)
It is one half of the exitation energy of one hole.
To determine a skyrmion exitation in general, it is
neessary to arry out a numerial alulation by making
an appropriate anzats on parameters u(n). For instane
it is reasonable to hoose
u2(n) =
ω2t2n+2
n+ 1 + ω2
, (10.9)
sine the parameter t interpolates smoothly the hole (t =
0) and the fatorizable skyrmion (t = 1). As is reported
elsewhere
30
, it is possible to explain the experimental
data
19
based on this anzats in all range of the Zeeman
gap ∆
Z
.
One of our main results is the rigorous relation between
the eletron number density and the topologial harge
density,
∆ρl(x) = −J0(x) = − 1
2πθ
∑
µ
[n¯µ(x), nµ(x)]⋆. (10.10)
The topologial harge density thus dened enjoys a priv-
ileged role that it is a physial quantity essentially equal
to the eletron density exitation indued by a topolog-
ial soliton. Aordingly the nonommutative soliton
arries neessarily the eletri harge. The topologial
harge Q =
∫
d2xJ0(x) beomes an integer for a wide
lass of states (4.21). This lass of states ontains all
physially relevant states at integer lling fators. How-
ever, it does not ontain states relevant at frational ll-
ing fators. In suh a system the topologial harge Q
would beome frational sine it arries a frational ele-
tri harge
31
. We wish to generalize the present sheme
to frational QH systems in a future work.
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APPENDIX A: DECOMPOSITION FORMULA
The basi element in our analysis is the density matrix
Dlµν(m,n) = 〈S|c†ν(n)cµ(m)|S〉, (A1)
obeying the relation (4.31), or∑
s
Dlµσ(m, s)D
l
σν(s, n) = D
l
µν(m,n). (A2)
The deomposition formula (5.8) on the lassial energy,
or
E
V
≡ 〈S|H
V
|S〉 = E
D
+ E
X
(A3)
with (5.9), has played an important role. We prove these
relations.
We onsider a system with a nite number of Landau
sites (m = 0, 1, . . . , NΦ− 1) assuming the limit NΦ →∞
in nal expressions. It is important that the W∞(N)
algebra (3.17) is not violated in suh a nite system. For
the sake of onveniene we ombine the isospin and site
indies into a multi-index M ≡ (µ,m), whih runs over
the values M = 1, 2, . . . , NNΦ. In terms of multi-indies
the W∞(N) algebra turns out to be an algebra U(NNΦ),
and the transformation rules for fermion operators are
e−iW cIe
+iW =
∑
I′
(U)II′cI′ , (A4a)
e−iW c†Ie
+iW =
∑
I′
c†I′(U
†)I′I , (A4b)
where U is an (NNΦ)× (NNΦ) unitary matrix
UU † = U †U = I(NNΦ)×(NNΦ). (A5)
The state |S0〉 given by (4.22) is expressed as
|S0〉 =
NNΦ∏
K=1
[
c†K
]νK |0〉. (A6)
Now it is easy to see
〈S0|c†IcJ |S0〉 = νJδIJ , (A7)
where δMN ≡ δµνδmn.
The density matrix (A1) appears as
DlIJ = 〈S|c†JcI |S〉. (A8)
Employing |S〉 = eiW |S0〉 together with (A4) and (A7)
we ome to
DlIJ =
∑
K
νK(U)IK(U
†)KJ . (A9)
From this we get∑
J
DlIJD
l
JK =
∑
J
(νJ )
2(U)IJ (U
†)JK , (A10)
where we have used (A5).
Sine νJ = 0 or 1, we have (νJ )
2 = νJ and ome to∑
J
DlIJD
l
JK =
∑
J
νJ (U)IJ(U
†)JK = D
l
IK , (A11)
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whih is nothing but (A2), or (4.31).
We next alulate the quantity 〈S|c†Ic†JcKcL|S〉. For
this purpose we use the same tehnique and also
〈S0|c†Ic†JcKcL|S0〉 = νKνL(δJKδIL − δIKδJL), (A12)
whih holds due to the given partiular struture of (A6).
Colleting everything together we ome to
〈S|c†Ic†JcKcL|S〉 = DlKJDlLI −DlKIDlLJ , (A13)
whih turns out to yield the deomposition formula (A3),
or (5.8).
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